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The first two parts of the paper deal with singular boundary value problems 
on an open or half-open, possibly unbounded, interval. In the first part 
(Sections l-6), we consider problems for a linear differential equation. In the 
next part (Section 7), we note that the main existence theorem for the linear 
case can be transcribed to rather general nonlinear situations. In the last 
part (Sections S-IO), we show that the same type of considerations lead to 
elementary proofs of theorems of Rabinowitz [I 21 dealing with (nonsingular) 
boundary value problems on a compact interval. These proofs do not employ 
Leray-Schaudcr index theory, spectral theory, or any functional analysis (and 
are independent of the rest of the paper). 
1. FORMWATION 01: THE LINEAR PROBLEM 
In the differential equation 
(p(t, A)x’)’ -f q(t, h)x = 0, U-1) 
let the coefficients bc real-valued and continuous on I x A, I 2 (ar, b) with 
-CC < (Y < /3 < cc and A a A-interval. We deal with solutions of (1.1) 
satisfying various “boundary conditions”, for example, 
x is an ((Y, /3)-principal solution (1.2) 
[i.e., x = x(t) is a solution of (I .I) w ic is rincipal at t =: (Y and at t = ,!3]. h h p 
For the definition of “principal”, see Section 2. 
It should be mentioned that it is easy to give sufficient conditions on (1.1) 
to make (1.2) equivalent to 
J^” 0. !xPdt<m 
OL 
(1.3) 
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(e.g., if, for each h, there is a constant c = c(X) > 0 such that q(t, X) < ---c < 0 
for t near (Y and /3, then (1.2) implies (I .3) (see [6, Exercise 6.9, p. 3591) and if, 
in addition, either z = - 00 or /3 2: co or sf dt,$+‘*(t, X) = co, then (1.3) 
implies (I .2) (see, e.g., [6, p. 7031). Also, by virtue of the comparison theorem 
of Hartman and Wintner for principal and non-principal solutions [6, Corol- 
lary 6.5, pp. 358 -3591, it is easy to give sufficient conditions to assure that (I .2) 
is equivalent to “x(t) .: o(1) as t -+ (Y, /3” or to “x(l) = O(1) as t --t a, /3”, 
or to “x(t) is exponentially small at t :. (Y = -. 03 and t := p =- CC”, etc., 
or different combinations of these conditions at t =- cy and t 7 /I. 
Instcad of (1.2) we formulate boundary conditions which can be mom 
general. IJet u(t, A) E C”(l x /l) and x = u(t, h) be a solution of (1.1) for 
fixed X. The boundary conditions to be considered are 
r = u(t, X) is a /I-principal solution. ( ’ .4) 
A solution x = u(t, X) of (1. I) and (1.4) will be called a (u, p)-principal solution 
and the corresponding value of X a (u, /I)-principal aalue. These will be said 
to be the j-th order if the (u, &principal solution has exactly j zeros on 1. 
WC shall be interested in the set 
(lj ..= {h E /l : X is a j-th order (u, /3)-principal value}. (1.5) 
Conditions (1.2) and (1.4) are equivalent if x :.. u(t, h) is an x-principal 
solution of (I .I) for fixed /\. In order to illustrate other possibilities of (1.4), 
suppose, for a moment, that -cc < J. < co and that p :-, 0, 4 are continuous 
on [a. /3) x (I. Let 0(A) b c a continuous function on /l and x’ = u(t, h) the 
solution of (I. 1) satisfying the initial conditions 
U(OL, A) - 7 sin e(x) and U’(N, A) :. cos O(X). 
In this case, (1.4) means that WC: are seeking solutions .X of (I .l) satisfying 
x(a) cos H(h) - x’(a) sin B(h) --: 0, 
x is a p-principal solution of (1. I). 
(1.6) 
If -co < 0: < /3 < co and p > 0, q are continuous on [a, /3] x (1, then 
p-principal solutions arc those vanishing at t = /3, and (I .6) becomes 
.x(a) cm 6(h) .- x’(r) sin 0(A) : : 0 and x(/3) -: 0. ( 1.7) 
Boundary value problems of the form (1. I) and (1.3) go back to Weyl [ 161 
in the case p(t) :.: ~(t, h) is independent of X and q(t, X) = X + q(f). In fact, 
some of the results below contain some of Wcvl’s [ 16, pp. 251-2571, and some 
of their generalizations in Hartman [4, 51, and Wolfson [17]. The methods 
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will be a simplification of those of Hartman [4, 51 which, in turn, arc adapta- 
tions of those of Weyl. Milne [I I] also deals with problems (l.l)-( 1.2) for 
((L, /3) :-- (- co, co), p = 1 and 9 + --03 as ) t 1 -P 03. Recently, Harris [3] 
treated problems of the type (1 .I), (1.3) on I :- (- 03, co) by complex 
function methods as in “turning point” theory. His results were generalized 
by Reid [13] who exploited the idea of principal solutions, general Sturm- 
Liouville theory, and implicit function theorems. The results below are 
generalizations of those just mentioned, and are obtained by a simple 
continuity argument. The remarks in Section 4 make clear the role of Reid’s 
assumptions of monotony and semiboundedness of p(t, X), q(t, A) in the 
formulation of his results. No assumptions of this type are made in the main 
Theorem 2.1 below. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM FOR THE LINEAR CASE 
We first state some definitions, and the conditions to be imposed on (1.1). 
DEFINITION. Let r(t) > 0, s(t) be real-valued and continuous on a 
t-interval J. (I) The equation 
(r(t)x’)’ + s(t)x = 0 (2.1) 
is said to be discunjugate on J if every solution x .. : x(t) + 0 has at most 
one zero on J. (2) Let p(< CO) be a right endpoint of J. A solution x =_ x0(t) 
of (2. I) is called a /3-principal solution or a principal solution at t := ,B if there 
is an interval [b, /?) J on which x”(t) # 0 and if, for one (and or/every) 
T E [b, /3), x,,(t) has the property that if x = x(t) is a solution of (2.1) with 
x(T) #- 0, then x(t) has a zero on (T, /3) if and only if x’( T)/x( T) < xO’( T)/x,( T). 
We make an analogous definition for ar-principal solution if (Y is the left 
endpoint of J. 
Principal solutions were originally defined by Leighton and Morse [9] in 
a different manner. The above and other characterizations of principal 
solutions were given by Hartman and Wintner [6, pp. 350-3611. For example, 
p-principal solutions are characterized by 
or by 





dt/px2 < co and dtpjc,2 = co 
for all solutions x(t) linearly independent of x,,(t). A p-principal solution 
exists and does not vanish on [b, ,9) C J if (2.1) is disconjugate on [6, 8). 
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In this case, if x = x0(t) is a p-principal solution and n(t) : x,,‘(t)/xo(t) for 
b < t < /3, then p-principal solutions are the solutions (+ 0) of x’ .: rr(t)x. 
The main assumptions below are: 
(Al) p(t, X) > 0 and q(t, X) are continuous on I x LI -- (cy, /3) x R, 
where --a < cy < p < az and /l is a h interval. 
(A2) There is a continuous b(X) on (1 such that r < b(A) < /? and (1.1) 
is disconjugate for b(X) < t < /3. For fixed h, let ~(t, h) be the continuous 
function on [b(X), 8) such that the p-principal solutions of (1.1) are the 
solutions (=s 0) of 
s’ : 7r(t, A).% (2-l) 
(A3) The function n(t, /\) is continuous for b(h) c< t < fi and X EA; 
or, equivalently, there exists a v(t, X) E C”(l x (1) such that x -= v(t, h) is 
a p-principal solution of (1.1) for fixed A [so that n(t, h) := w’(t, A)/b(t, A)]. 
(A4) u(t, h) E C”(I x /I) and, for fixed h, x := u(t, ;\) is a solution of (1.1) 
such that u(t, h) # 0 for Y < t <. a(h), where a(h) E Co(~), LY < a(h) < b(X). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (.41)-(A4). Let 
N(A) = #(t : u(t, A) = 0 for E < t < p}, 
so that 0 < T(h) < co, and let 
no : inf ,I:(/\) and no = s;p N(h), 0 t< n, < n” < CD. 
A 
(i) If n, .< j < no, then there exist j-th order (u, ,3)-principal z&es 
(i.e., Aj +:. a); in fact, if A’, A” E A and N(h’) = i < k = N(h”), then, for 
i .< j < k, there exist Ai E A, satisfying A’ < Xi < hi !.1 < ... < A,-, < x” 
OY A” < A,-, < .‘. < x,..l < Ai < A’. 
(ii) A s@cient condition for )10 to be a (u, /+principa! is that 
N(A) is discontinuous at h = A0 . (2.5) 
(iii) h =- A,, E A is a j-th order (u, /3)-principal r;alue and a discontinuity 
point of N(X) if and on[y qfor all T near /3, the boundary value problem (1.1) and 
u(T, X) = 0 (24 
has a solution with j zeros on (LY, T) for some h -= X(T) such thnt 
X(T) --f x, as T -+ p. (2.3) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
The continuity of u(t, h) in (A4) implies that u’(i, A) E C”(Z x (1). In order 
to set this, let cy < r < s < ,8. Thus the mean value theorem of differential 
calculus applied to the difference quotient [u(s, X) - ~(r, h)]/(s - Y) shows 
that there exists a point t = i(A) E (T, s) such that u’(t(h), h) is a locally bounded 
function of h. Hence u’(Y, /\) is a locally bounded function of /\, and the 
continuity of u’(t, A) on Z X 11 follows. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (AI)-(A4). (i) Let A0 E (1 be fixed. Then, if 1 h - ho 1 
is sujiciently small and h E A, 
lV(A,) < AU(A) < N(A,) + 1. (3.1) 
(ii) ZfX, is not a (u, /3)-principal value, then N(A) is continuous at /\ = ho. 
Proof of Zknma 3.1(i). The first inequality in (3.1) is clear from the 
continuity of x = u(t, X), since u(t, , Ao) = 0 implies #‘(to, 4) -/- 0. 
In order to verify the second inequality, let T be chosen so that u(t, 4) #= 0 
for b(&) < T < t < /3. If i /\ -- A0 i is sufficiently small, then b(h) < T, 
and u(t, h,), u(t, h) do not vanish on (cu, a(h,)], and they have the same 
number of zeros on ((Y, I’]. Thus N(h) = N(/\,) or :V(A) = X(h) -)- 1 
according as u(t, h) does not or does have a zero on (T, /I). 
Proof of Lemma 3.l(ii). Choose T so that 6(/\,) < T < /3 and u(t, 4,) # 0 
for T :< t < p. Since ho is not a (u, &-principal value, u(t, )Ls) is not a 
p-principal solution and there exists a 8 > 0 such that 
u’( T, X)/u( T, h) > r( T, X) -+ 6 (3.2) 
if h = X,, . By the continuity of II, U’ and a(T, X), it follows that (3.2) holds 
for small h - X0 1, /\ E A. Hence, the definition of p-principal solutions 
implies that u(t, h) f 0 for b(h) < T < t < /I. The argument in the proof 
of (i) shows that N(h) -: X(h,) for small ) h - h,, ;. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. It is clear that (ii) in Theorem 2.1 and (ii) in 
Lemma 2.1 are identical. We first prove (i) in Theorem 2.1. 
For convenience, suppose that /\’ < h”. Consider the supremum Xi of the 
noncmpty set {h : N(o) < i for h’ < 0 < X < X”) containing h’. Then 
K(T) > i for some ~(2 hi) and X(u) < i for some 0(<, A,) arbitrarily near 
to hi . Hcncc :\;(A) is not continuous at X = &, so that hi is a (u, p)-principal 
value, For suitable choices of u and T, D < Xi < 7, we have, by (i), N(Xi) < 
X(O) < i and i -.- 1 < N(T) < N(&) + 1. Hence IX(&) = i, so that 
;\’ .< & < h”. Also, there exists 7 such that & < 7 < h” and N(T) == i + 1. 
An induction on j = i, i !- I ,..., k - 1 completes the proof of (i). 
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In order to prove (iii), suppose first that N(h) .= j and h, is a discontinuity 
point of X(h). Then there is a sequence X --- h” .+ 4,) n --+ CC, such that 
X(P) -.= j -i 1. It is clear that the largest zero t = T, of x 7 u(t, A,,) 
satisfies rn + /3 as n --+ CD, while the other zeros tend to those of u(t, h,). 
Conversely, if there are scquenccs 11, X(7’,) of the type described, then 
A’(A(7’,)) =- j (- 1 and, by continuity considerations, X(h,J - j and & E Aj . 
Since the largest zero of u(t, h) is a continuous function of X, it follows that 
if T is between T, and T,,,t , then there is (1 between X( T,) and h( T, :.,) such 
that 1’ is the largest zero of u(t, X). 
4. REMARKS ON THEOREM 2.1 
It may be possible to cstimatc /V(h), hence 71” and no, without a knowledge 
of the family of solutions u = u(t, X); cf. [6, Chap. XI]. In this direction, we 
make some simple assertions. 
~ROPOSI'UON 4.1. Assume (Al)-(A4). L t e x = x(t, A) =+ 0 he an arbitrary 
solution of (1 .I) for fixed X and n(A) the number of its zeros. (i) Then 
j n(X) -- :V(‘(h)i S. 1, hence no = CL, if and only zf supn n(A) .: co. (ii) If 
A :: [p, II), - cr3 < p < v .< 00 and X(X) (and/or n(h)) ---> 03 us A -P V, 
then Aj + i?, is compact for n, < j < co and inf{h : h E Aj} - v as j ---f XI. 
(iii)Ifn, = 0, then((l.l)isdisconjuguteon x < t < /i’forsomeX~A. 
~ROPOsITlON 4.2. Assume (Al)-(A4). Let .‘i -= u(t, h) be an cY-principuZ 
solution for fixed X [so that (1.4) hecomes (1.2)]. (i) Then n, : = 0 if and o&y if 
(1.1) is disconjugate on cy < t < /3 for some h E A. (ii) If l/p(t, A) and q(t, A) 
ure nondecreasing with respect to A, then N(A) is nondecreasing [and N(h --- 0) 1.: 
S(h)], and so Aj is an intereal (possibly empty, a point, bounded or unbounded); 
if, in uddition, l/p(t, h) -L q(t, h) # l/p(t, h’) ;- q(t, /I’) for oi < t < p 
zchenezer h < X’, then A, is a point or empty. 
In general, (Al) and (A2) do not imply (A.3) [6, Exercise 6.1 I, p. 3611 or the 
Remark below. A similar difficulty arises if one wishes to apply Theorem 2. I 
to the problem (1 .I)-(1.2) where u(t, A) is an a-principal solution. We can, 
however, give sufficient conditions for the validity of (A3). 
~'ROPOSITION 4.3. Assume (Al) and (-42). (i) Then n(t, X) is Zower semi- 
continuous in /\forfixed t near /3, i.e., for A, E A, 
a > liy,;lipf n(t, X) > rr(t, X0) (4.1) 
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forJixed t near 8. (ii) If l/p(t, A), q(t, A) are nondecreasing in h for b(X) < t < 8, 
then 7r(t, A) is nondecreusirzg in h for b(A) < t < /3 [hence, n(t, h - 0) = rr(t, A)]. 
(iii) A suficient conditionfbr the continuity of r(t, A) is that 
dt, A) < 0 for 6(A) d t < .B, and 
4 
-’ q(t, A) dt = CO 
(4.2) 
s 
dtip(t, A) = w or - 
J 
OY that 
q(4 4 d 0 for b(X) < t < 8, and 
J(X) e I” dt,‘p(t, A) (<as) 
(4.3) 
is continuous on A (for Jixed 1’); 
T 
or, more generally, that 
q(4 4 < Q(4 Wfor b(h) d t -=C P, 
(p(t, h)x’)’ + Q(t, A)x =: 0 is disconjugute on [b(X), /3) and has a (4.4) 
continuous family of/3-principal solutions; 
hence that 
p(t) = p(t, A) is independent of A, and 
q(t, A) is nondecreasing in A, h(h) < t < p* 
(4.5) 
The monotony of n(t, A) in part (ii) is a consequence of the comparison 
theorem of Hartman and Wintner cited above. The sufficiency of the criterion 
(4.2) in part (iii) is also a consequence of results of Hartman and Wintner; 
see the remark on [6, p. 3601 following Corollary 6.6; for an extension of 
this criterion to linear Hamiltonian systems, set Reid [14]. 
Proposition 4. I is a consequence of the Sturm separation theorem. Proposi- 
tion 4.2(i) is a consequence of the fact that an a-principal solution of (1.1) 
does not vanish on any interval ( a, T] on which (I. 1) is disconjugate. Proposi- 
tion 4.2(ii) will be verified in Section 5 and Proposition 4.3(i) and (iii) in 
Section 6. 
Remark. Note that, in Proposition 4.3(iii), condition (4.3) cannot be 
replaced by 
l/p(t, A) is nondecreasing in x and q(t, A) 7. 0. (4.3’) 
This follows from the choice I /p(t, A) :-- l/t2 - h/t for t > 1 and 0 < X < 1; 
cf. the proof of Proposition 4.3(iii) in Section 6. 
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5. PROOF 0F PROPOSITION 4.2(ii) 
We first show that N(h) is nondecreasing on any compact subinterval /lo 
0fA. Let~<a<a(X)</3forX~A,.Put 
d, := arctan ulpti, (5.1) 
so that # =z $(t, A) satisfies 
c#’ = p-l cos2 + + q sin2 4. (5.2) 
Let A’ < A” be points of A”. Then, by the comparison theorem of Hartman 
and Wintner, 
p(t, A”) u’(t, h”)ju(t, A”) < p(t, A’) u’(t, Ay4(t, A’) (5.3) 
for OL < t < a. Thus, we can suppose 
0 < $(a, xl) < +(a, h”) < 7r. (5.4) 
Hence standard comparison theorems [6, Corollary 4.2, p. 271 applied to (5.2) 
give 
$(f, A’) < d(t, x*) (5.5) 
for CI .< t < /3, by virtue of the monotony of l/p and q with respect to A. 
Since [a(~, h)/?r], the integral part of c,b(t, h)/rr, is nondecreasing and 
[+(t, X)/T] --+ N(A) as t - /I, it follows that N(h’) < N(Y), as was to be proved. 
It is clear from the proof that if A’ < A” are points of A, then (5.5) holds 
for t near ,B. Furthermore, under the conditions of the last part of Propo- 
sition 4.3(ii), 
+(t, x’) < +(t, A”) for t near fi. (5.6) 
If u(t, A) is an (or, @-(in particular, fi-) 1 xincipal solution of (1.1) for X = A’, A”, 
then the comparison theorem mentioned above implies that 
p(t, h”) u’(t, h”)/u(t, A”) > p(t, x’) u’(t, X’)!‘u(t, A’) (5.7) 
for t near p. Hence, for t near /3, there is an integral multiple of T between 
$(t, A’) and $(t, A”), that is, 
AbyA’)x < c$(t, A’) < [X(X) .I- 1177 < f#(t, A”). 
Thus N(h”) 2 N(X’) L I. This completes the proof. 
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6. !hOOFS OFi ~ROPOSlTION 4.3(i) 
In order to verify (4.1), it can be supposed that T > b(h) and that 
y = lim inf m(T, A), as h + A,, satisfies - co < y < oc. Let y < m < 33 
and x 7 x(t, A) the solution of (1.1) satisfying r(T, A) = 1 and x’(T, A) 2 nz. 
Then for some A(+ A,,) arbitrarily near A, , M .: x’(l; h)/x( Y’, A) > +T, A). 
Hence, for such A, x(t, A) > 0 for ‘I’ < r < /I. By continuity, x(t, A,) > 0, 
hence x(t, A,,) > 0, for T < t < /3. Thus m -.- x’(T, h&x(2’, A,,) > r(T, A,,). 
This implies (4.1) for t - T. 
On (4.3) in Proposition 4.3(iii). A principal solution x :.- e(2, A) of 
(p(t, h)x’)’ = 0, (6.1) 
normalized by x(T) =- I, is 
44 4 = 1 - j’ ds;p(s, A) J(A), (6.2) 7 
with the understanding that w(t, A) = 1 if J(A) :. co. The function (6.2) is 
continuous on [T, /3) x A. Make the change of variables .x = w(t, h)y in (1.1) 
to obtain 
(PC4 4 fJ2(t, W)’ I v2(t, 4 s(t)r 0. (6.3) 
Thus the coefficient of y is ‘u 2 q < 0 and the coefficient of y’ satisfies 
^ 72 
J &p(t, A) oyt, A) = co, (6.4) 
since x -: w(t, A) is a principal solution of (6.1). Thus the criterion (4.2) 
implies that (6.3), hence (l.l), has a continuous family of principal solutions. 
On (4.4) in Proposition 4.3(iii). This proof is the same if (6.1) is replaced 
by the differential equation in (4.4) and (6.3) by 
(p(t, A) w2(t, A)/)’ A- w’P(t, h)[q(t, A) - g(t, h)]y : 0. 
7. NONLINEAR PROL(LBMS 
Since the proof of Theorem 2. I depended only on continuity considerations 
and not on the linearity of (1 .I), we can formulate analogs for nonlinear 
problems. For the differential equation, 
(p(t, A) x’)’ = f(t, x, “C’, A), (7.1) 
WC make the following assumptions: 
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(Bl) 0 < p(t, h) E C”(I x (i) and f(t, X, J’, ,I) E C”(I x E2 x A) such 
that 
f(t, 0, 0, A) FE 0 (7.2) 
and if a solution x = x(t) of (7.1) satisfies x =: x’ : 0 at some t = t, , 
then a(t) 7 0; I = (~1, fi) -h w erc - cc < 01 < p < ac: and rl is an arcwisc 
connected set (say, in some E”). 
(B2) There is a continuous b(h) on /1 such that 01 < b(h) < 8, a solution 
(+ 0) of (7.1) h as at most one zero on b(h) < t < /3, and, for each fixed 
X E /l, there is a function ~(t, X, X), defined on I x El, such that a solution of 
(7.1) with x(T) -I’ 0, b(X) < T < /3, has a zero on (T, 8) if and only if 
x’(T) < +T, x(T), 4 when x(T) > 0, 
x’(T) > n(T, x(T), X) when x(T) < 0. 
(7.3) 
(B3) rr(t, X, h) is a continuous function of its argument (t, x, h) for 
b(X) < t <p, XEEl, hEA. 
(B4) Let ,Z be a u-interval and x L= u(t, h, u) a solution of (7.1) on 
I, for fixed (A, u), such that u, u’ = du/dt E C”(I x /l x .Z) and u(t, h, u) f 0 
for (Y < t 6: a(& u) for some a(& U) E C”(A X .Z), OL < a@, u) < h(h). 
We say that x :-- u(t, h, u) is a (I(, p)-princi~ul solution if it is a solution (& 0) 
of the differential equation 
x’ -= 7r(t, x, A) (7.4) 
for t near j3. Correspondingly, (h, ) u is called a (u, /I)-principal value. Also 
u(t, X, u) and (A, u) arc said to be of the j-th order if u(t, h, U) has exactly j 
zeros on I, and we define 
rlj -= {(X, u) E (1 x Z : (X, u) is a j-th order (u, @-principal value}. (7.5) 
TIIEO~I 7.1. Assume (Bl)-(B4). Let 
N(h, u) =- #{t : u(t, A, u) = Ofor CL < t < p} (7.6) 
and, on A x 2, 
no -= inf N(X, u) and no = sup N(X, a), O<n,.<nnO<cc. (7.7) 
(i) If no <j < no, then Aj in (7.5) is not empty; in fact, if (h’, a’), 
(A”, a”) E A x .Z and N(X’, u’) =; i < k == Il’(h”, u”), then on any arc (X, U) .= 
(X(s), u(s)), 0 < s < 1, in A X Zjoining (A’, a’) to (h”, a”), there are s-o&es 
0 < Si < Si+l < “’ < Sk-1 < 1 SUCh that (X(Sj)y U(Sj))E Aj ) i <i < k - 1. 
Also, if no <j < no, J!fj = ((A, u) : N(h, u) = j} and r is a co-mected set 
interior to A x 2 on the boundary of Mj , then r C Aj OY I’ C Aj-, . 
505/12/l-14 
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(ii) A su@L&tzt condition for (A,, , u,J to he a (u, /3)-princa’pal value is that 
X(/\, u) is discontinuous at (h, C) = (h, , CT,,). (7.8) 
(iii) (h, , CT,,) is a j-th order (u, /3)-p rincipal value and a discontinuity 
point of N(h, u) if and only if, for all T near /3, the boundary value problem 
(7.1) and 
u(T,h,u) - 0 (7.9) 
has a solution with j zeros on (a, T) for some (h, u) - (h(T), u(T)) such that 
W)~ 47) + Go T ‘Jo) as I’+ p. (7.10) 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.1 (including the analogue of 
Lemma 3.1) in Section 3. The introduction of the parameter u in Theorem 7.1 
corresponds, for example, to replacing u(t, A) by uu(t, A) in Theorem 2.1. 
(Thus, x = u(t, A, u) might be the solution of (7.1) satisfying x(t,) 0, 
x’(t,) : u for some to in 1.) It is assumed of course that the solution 
x =: u(t, A, U) of (7.1) exists for all t on 1, but it is not assumed that other 
solutions of (7.1) exist on the entire interval I. 
Remark. The parameter A need not occur in (7.1) or in x = u(t, A, a). 
In applying Theorem 7.1, the main difficulty arises in verifying assumptions 
(B2) and (B3). We shall make some remarks about this question. Let us 
formulate some other conditions which we may wish to impose on (7.1) 
(Cl) Solutions of (7.1) are uniquely determined by initial conditions. 
(C2) All solutions of (7.1) exist on all of I. 
(C3) There exists a continuous b(X), X E A, such that 01 < b(h) < /3 and 
that if x -: xl(t), x2(t) are arbitrary solutions of (7.1) for a fixed A, then 
x,(t) - xl(t) has at most one zero on b(h) < t < /3. 
(C4) ‘Ihere exists a continuous b(h), h E A, such that 01 < b(X) < ,B and 
for arbitrary to and t, on b(h) < to < t, < /3 and arbitrary numbers x,, and 
x1 , thcrc is a unique solution x(t) = x(t; to , x0 , t, , x1 , A) of (7.1) on [to, tJ 
satisfying 
4to) -. x0 and x(tl) = x1 . (7.11) 
Many sufficient condition for (Cl), (C2), (C3) or (C4) are known. For 
example, (C2) and (C3) imply (C4); [15 and 71. (This result was originally 
proved by Lasota an Opial [8] assuming (Cl) also.) Sufficient conditions for 
(C2) and (C3), hence (C4), is the existence of suitable continuous A(t, X) 
such that 
;f(t, x, x’) -f(t, 5, X’) < A(t, h)(i x - x 1 -I- j E’ - X’ i) (7.12) 
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for X E A, b(h) < t < /3 and arbitrary (x, X, x’, 2’). Also (C3) holds if 
f(t, s, x’, A) is a strictly increasing function of x for fixed (t, x’, A) with 
b(A) < t < p or if f is a nondecreasing function of x but satisfies a (local) 
uniform Lipschitz condition with respect to x’; cf. [6, Exercise 4.6, p. 4271. 
‘The “nonsingular” cases of t = fi in which p(t, A), f(r, s, x’, A) are con- 
tinuous on IS x I? x A, where 1a 7 : (a, ,!?I, - co < /3 < cc, can be settled 
in some cases. Let (IS) or (ei) denote the conditions above in which 1 is 
replaced by 1, (and, where appropriate, the inequality “< p” is replaced by 
‘( < p”). 
P~0P0siTloN 7.1. Assume (I?l), (c2) and (e3). ‘Zen (132) holds. 
Proof. (c2) and (e3) imply (c4); [15,7]. Let x = r(l; f, , x,, , /$ 0, A) be 
the unique solution of (7.1) satisfying x(to) :- x,, and ~$9) =- 0. Then, for 
fixed 4 x(t; to, x0, A O,h) is a continuous function of its arguments on 
(h(h), /3)” x Er (Beckenbach [1]) and, therefore, its derivative dx/dt is also. 
For /3(X) <i to < /?, let 
+o , x0 7 4 = “‘(to; to , x0 7 PO ,A). 
This function satisfies (B2). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Assume (Bl). Let there exist a continuous b(h) for X E A 
such that (Y < 6(/I) < /3, and u continuous A(t, h) for b(X) < t < 8, AE A, 
such that (7.12) holds. Then (R2) and (B3) holds. 
This follows from the arguments in the proof of Proposition 7.1 and from a 
theorem of Picard and its proof; cf. [6, Theorem 4.1, p. 4231. 
In the case where I =. (01, /I) is open, we can assume (III), (Cl)-(C3) and 
attempt to proceed as in the linear case by defining “13-principal solutions”, 
where possible. Let x(t) -= x(t; x0, T, A) be the unique solution of (7.1) 
satisfying 
x(6(X)) = x0 and x(T) ~7 0, where h(X) < T < /3. 
Then, for fixed (t, A) and xrr > 0 [or < 01, x(t; xc,, T, A) is an increasing 
[decreasing] function of T? and so the limit 
at, x0 7 A) = $3 x(t; x0 ) A) (7.13) 
exists (possibly &co). If this limit exists (finite) for b(h) < t < /3 and a 
fixed A, then N = A’(t, x0, A) is a solution of (7.1) (and can be called the 
p-principal solution of (7.1) through (1, X) ::= (t,, , .x”)). In this case, define 
r(t, X, A), for fixed A, along the arc (t, X) --- (t, X(t, x0, A)) by 
+ x, 4 -= w, x0 > 4, where x : X(t, xg, A). 
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(Note that if the limit (7.13) exists finite for b(X) < f < p, for a fixed A and 
two different values of x,, , say x0 and x1 , then X(t, x, , A) f X(t, xi , A). If 
(7.13) exists (finite) for h E A, b(A) < t < CD and x0 E El, then (B2) holds. 
The sufficient conditions for (A3) in Theorem 2.1, mentioned in Section 4, 
can be generalized to give sufficient conditions for (B3) if rr(t, x, A) is obtained 
as just described. 
8. ON ?‘HKORBMS OF RABINOWUZ 
In this section WC give proofs of the main theorems of Rabinowitz [12] 
(with slightly relaxed conditions). In contrast to [12], the proofs below make 
no use of functional analysis. In spirit, they are close to the considerations 
above and to the method of Macki and Waltman [lo]. For related results, see 
the references in [2, 10, 121. 
Let --a3 < a < b < co. We consider the nonsingular boundary value 
problem 
[(p(t) + WI + [q(t) f W)]x 7 8, P-1) 
X(U) cos 0, - p(a) x’(a) sin e1 = 0, x(b) cos 8, - p(6) x’(b) sin 0a = 0, (8.2) 
and make the following hypotheses: 
(HI) 0, , 0a are constants, 0 < 0,) 0, < rr; 
(H2) p(t), q(t), r(t) E CO([a, bl), p(t) > 0, 0 < r(f) S 0; 
(H3) P = P(t, x, x’, A), Q =-- Q(t, x, x’, A) E C”([u, b]) x ES satisfy 
p -( P > 0 and 
P, Q =- o((x2 -t x’~)~/~) as (x, x’) -+ 0 (8.3) 
uniformly on [u, b] X {h-compacts}. 
WC do not assume the existence of any partial derivatives of P nor that 
li( p $- P) is bounded, in contrast to [12]. 
If x 7. x(t) is a solution of (8.1) satisfying x = x’ = 0 at some t = to, 
then x(t) -7 0. In fact, if we write Q z-- [0(x2 + x’~)--%]x + [Q(.z” + x’~)-%‘]x’, 
it is seen that x satisfies a linear equation with continuous coefficients on its 
interval of existence. 
Let X be the closed subspace of the Banach space E’ x Ci([u, b]) of points 
[A, x(.)1 such that x(t) satisfies the boundary conditions (8.2). For k E (0, I,...} 
and v E i-i-, -}, let S,” C X be the set of solutions [A, x(o)] of (8.1)-(8.2) 
satisfying x2 - x/2 > 0 on [a, b], v%(t) > 0 for t near a, and x(t) has exactly k 
zeros on (a, 6). 
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Let &, X, ,... be the set of eigenvalues of the problem consisting of the 
boundary conditions (8.2) and the linear equation 
(p(t) x’)’ + [q(t) -+ Ar(t)]x = 0. (8.4) 
THEOREM 8.1. Assume (HI)<H3). Let k~(0, I,...> and VE (-+, -> be 
fired. Then the subset skv = Sky u ([Aa , 0]} of X is closed and has a closed, 
unbounded, connected subset C,” containing the point [h, , 01. 
It will be clear from tho proof that the theorem remains correct if the 
boundary conditions for SLY arc replaced, for example, by 
x(u) cos 0, -- (p(a) + PI) x’(a) sin ~9, = 0, 
x(b) cos 6)? - (p(b) I P.J x’(b) sin 0, : 0, 
where PI = PI(.$a), ~‘(a), A), Pz 2 P,(x(b), x’(b), A) are continuous functions 
on E” satisfying PI = ~(($(a) -I- ~‘*(a))~:~ as (x(a), ~‘(a)) ---f 0 and Pz z; 
o((x2(b) ‘- x’2(b))*/z) as (x(b), x’(b)) --+ 0, uniformly on h-compacts. The oni! 
simplication in the proof afforded by P z 0 is the omission of the paragraphs 
introducing &*, 0,*. 
The remarks in [12] show that a consequence of Theorem 8.1 is the follow- 
ing: If P : : 8 =.- 0 when X = 0 for all (t, x, x’), and [h, x(-)1 E Ckv, then either 
Ak : 0 or AX, 1 0. 
From standard Sturm type of arguments, we obtain the following com- 
parison theorem. 
'I'IIEOREM 8.2. Assume (Hl)-(H3). A ssume, in addition, that P > 0 [OY GO] 
and xQ >> 0 [or < 0] on [a, b] x I?; 0 < 6, < r/2 and either 6s ::: 0 01 
xi’2 << 8, < T. Let [A, x(-)1 E Sky. Then X 2 h, [OY h < X,]. When P s 0 
(OY P --= 0 for all (x, x', A) when t = a and t = b), then the conditions on 0, , 
t$ can be omitted. 
M’e do not assume that Q is of the form 
Q .= xF(t, x, x’, h) with F(t, 0, 0, h) L-. 0, 
in contrast to [12]. 
9. PROOF OF THEOREM 8.1 
It suffices to show that skV is closed and that if J2 is an arbitrary, bounded 
open subset of X containing the point [A, x(.)1 -:= [A, , 01, then a!Z n Skv + a. 
For if the closed, connected component CkV of skV containing [A,, O] is 
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bounded in X, then it is compact (by elementary limit theorems on solutions 
of ordinary differential equations; see, e.g., [6, pp. 14-151). Thus there would 
exist bounded open sets of J2 of X such that L? n skV 7: D n ,!?i --; C,u 
which would contradict a.fJ n SkV -:+ g. 
For everyL > 0, there is a number 5 = i(L), 0 < 5 < I, and a continuous 
increasing function ~(6) = 7(6;L), 0 < 6 ,< 1, satisfying ~(0) -= 0 and 
1 P /, 1 Q 1 < (x2 -;- x’2)1/271(6) for x2 + x/2 < 6, 1x1 ,<L, (9.1) 
p+p>c>o for x2 + x’s < 1, Ihl <L. (9.2) 
The proof of Theorem 8.1 will depend on a priori estimates for “small” 
solutions of (8.1). These estimates will depend only on the functions 7, 5 
(and p, 4, t, t$ , 0,) but not on P, Q. They reduce the proof to the case of 
“nice” P, Q (Case 1 below) where the situation is simple. Below K = K(L) > 1 
is a constant, not always the same, depending only on L (and p, q, r, 0, , .9,), 
while M [and S,] depend only on L (and p, q, Y, 0, , 0,) and the functions r), 5 
[and E > 01. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let I, > 0. There exists a number M (as described) with 
the property that if x z x(t) is a (not necessarily unique) solution of (8.1) and 
x(a) :.= (T sin e, and p(a) x’(a) -= u cos e, , (9.3) 
where D is a constant and 
M!ul,< I and Ihl <‘L, (9.4) 
then x(t) exists on [a, b] and satisfies 
(x2(t) + x”(1))‘~2 < M 1 u ,. (9.5) 
f’roof. Write (8.1) as a first order system for (x, y) = (x, (p + P) x’), 
so that x’ : = y/( p -L P) and y’ : -[q + AY]X + Q. Hence, if x is solution of 
(8.1) on some interval [a, t] satisfying x2 + x’~ < 1 and if ] A I <L, then 
(x2(t) -ky2(t))1/2 < 2 /(x’(a) f y”(a))“” + (K/5)(1 + 7(l)) Jl (x2 + x1’Y2 A/. 
This implies that 
(x2(t) + x’2(t))“2 < (KjS2) ]I (7 1 + (1 + T(l)) ,: (x’ + x12)1/2 A/. 
Thus Gronwall’s inequality gives 
(x2(t) + .P(x))‘fi < (K 1 CJ l/c”) cxp[K(l + T(l))(b - a)/[“] .z M ( o j, 
and the proposition follows. 
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~ROPOSI1‘ION 9.2. Let F > 0 andL > 0. There exists a 8, > 0 (as described) 
with the property that ij [A, x( .)I E A’,* satisjes 
then 
: x .- A, / .-;- ;u; (x”(t) j- X’*(t))‘i* > 2E > 0, :A’ :gz+ (9.6) 
a. 
(x”(a) $ p*(a) x’z(a))1;2 > 6, > 0. (9.7) 
Remark 1. Note that if [A, x(.)1 E Sk” n 22, then there exists an 
E :- E(Q) > 0 and an L = L(-Q) such that (9.6), hence (9.7), holds. 
Proof. Define a continuous function 8,+ : &*(a, A) by the formula 
tan el* = [p(a)/(p(a) -+ P,J] tan 0, , 0 < el* < 77: (9.8) 
where P,,, = P(a, u sin 0r , u cos 0,/p(a), A). It is clear that there exists a 
constant M, = :M,(L; 7) > 0 depending on E > 0, L I:- 0 and the function 
#) := T@; L) such that 
M,lf~ < 1, iX! .<L3ii8,-0B,X, GE. 
Similarly, define a continuous function 8,” = 0,*(x, x’, A) by 
tan 19~” -= [p(b)i(p(b) i- PAI tan 4 , 0 ::< e,* < ?r, 
where P, : P(b, x, x’, A). Then MC can also be chosen so that 
M,(X2_t.X’2)1/2.~11,!hI .<z,->1e,--8,“! GE. 
Corresponding to a solution x(t) + 0 of (8.1) and (9.3) let (b(t) : 
be defined by continuity and 






on the interval of existence of x. Then d, satisfies the differential equation 
4 : - (p -/ P) l cos2$ + [q + hr] sin*+ - ,Qx/(x2 -1 .P). (9.13) 
Thus c$’ > 0 whenever d, is an integral multiple of r, i.e., whenever x == 0. 
Hence the integral part of 4(t)/ 7~ is a nondecreasing function of t. Also 
[A, x(.)1 E SkY if and only if x(t) exists on [a, b], VU > 0, and (b(b) = klr 7’ 0.& , 
where ~9:~ = 0,*(x(b), x’(b), A). 
Let x = t(t) be the solution of the linear equation (8.4) satisfying E,+(a) =- 
sin 0, , p(a) EA’(a) = cos 0r _ If t,h(t) = $(t, A) is defined by continuity, 
(CI = arctan &‘p& and $(a) :-= k$ , then 4 also satisfies 
Z/J’ = p-l cos2 I) + [q + Xr] sin2 $ and 4(a) = 4 . (9.14) 
Thus, #(b) = #(b, A) is an increasing function of X (since 0 < r(t) -+ 0), and 
(cl(b, A) = kn -t ~9~ if and only if X = A, ; Sturm, cf. [6, pp. 333-3351. 
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LetO<E<~--e,,M~=max(M,M,),andIhIbL.IfO<NI’!o’~l, 
then 4(t) lies between the solutions of the initial value problems 
y’ = p-l cos2 y + [q + ye] sin2 y & KT(M 1 u I)/[, 
y.(a) == 81 -I- E(< 77) and y-(a) -_ max(O, 19~ - 6); 
cf. (9.13) and (9.5), (9.9). It follows that there exists a a,, = 6,,,(L; 7, Z;) such 
that 
1 q%(t) -. #(t)l < 2~ for a < t < b if 0 < 1 u ) < a,, , / h 1 <L, 
and, in view of (9.5) and (9.1 I), 
w < k7r + e,* if 0 < ]uI <arO, -L<A<&--E, IhI ,<L, 
(9.15) 
WJ) > kn + %Ti if 0 < I u I < S,, , h, -t E < ;\ <L, / h I < L. 
If (9.3) and (9.6) hold [so that 02 = ~“(a) + p”(a) x’*(a)], then either 
I h - h, I 3 E or ~up(...)l’~ > E. In the first case, (9.15) shows that (9.7) 
holds with 6, = min(S,, , l/M’). In the second case, (9.5) shows that (9.7) 
holds with 6, = E/&Z. This proves the proposition with 6, = min(S, , E//W). 
Remark. This proof also shows that the closure of Sk” in X is con- 
tained in Skv :-Sk” u {[& , O]}; cf. [2, p. 10881. 
Case 1 (Uniform Lipschitz continuity). Assume that, on [a, b] x {h-compacts}, 
P and Q are uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to (x, x’) and that 
I/(p + P) is bounded on the entire (x, x’)-space. Then solutions of (8.1) 
exist on [a, b], are uniquely determined by initial conditions, and if x(t) = 
x(t, h, U) is the unique solution of (8.1) and (8.7), then X, x’ E CO([u, b] x E2). 
Also, the corresponding function $(t) = +(t, X, u) is continuous on 
[a, b] x B1 x {u # O]. Furthermore, for (h, u) on a bounded set in E*, 
x(., h, u) is on a bounded set in Cl([n, b]). 
Let Tkv .= ((h, U) E E2 : [A, x(., h, u)] E Sky}, so that Tky = {(A, u) E E* : VU > 0 
and +(b, h, u) = kr + O$,}, where 05 = &*(x(b, h, u), jc’(b, h, u), A) is a 
continuous function of (h, u), u # 0. The closure of Tky is Tky u {& , 0)} 
and there is a l-l correspondence between Tky C B2 [or its closure] and 
Sk” C X [or its closure] which is clearly a homeomorphism (since closed sets 
correspond to closed sets). Theorem 8.1 follows for the case at hand since, 
in the half-plane VU > 0, the set T,” separates any two points (ho, 0”) and 
(P, d), where ho < h, <X1 and YUO, vu1 > 0 are small so that $(b, h, u) - (k?r + 0;) 
is negative [or positive] at (ho, u”) [or (Xl, u’)]. 
Case 2 (General cme). There exist functions 
PI, p2 >a-* and Ql > Q2 ,..a E Co@, b] x E3) 
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such that P, ---, P and Q2n - Q, rz - CO, uniformly on [a, b] x {(x, x’, h)- 
compacts}. These functions can bc chosen so as to satisfy the conditions of 
Case 1, that is, on [a, b] x {X-compacts} and fixed n, P, and Q,, arc uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to (x, x’) and I/(p --.- P,) is bounded. 
Furthermore, we can choose functions 7(S) = 7(&L) and 5 = c(L), inde- 
pendent of n, and the functions P )1 , Q)n so as to satisfy the analogs of (9.1) and 
(9.2) for all ‘n. 
Let !J be a bounded open set in X containing the point [A, , 01. By Case I, 
there exists a solution [A”, x’“(.)] of (8.2) and 
((p -f- P,) x’)’ + [q + Xr]x = Qn 
which lies on ZJ2, x”(t) has exactly k zeros on (a, b), and VP(~) > 0 for i 
near a. Hence x = x”(t) satisfies (9.7), where E = E(Q) > 0 and I, = L(G), 
while 6, > 0, M depend only on E, L, and the functions 7, 5 (and are therefore 
independent of ~2). 
Since 52 C X is bounded, it follows that the sequence {A,*} is bounded and 
that the sequences (x”}, {A+‘}, (((p -+- P,) A+)‘) are uniformly bounded on 
[u, 61. Hence, after a selection of a subsequence and renumbering, if necessary, 
it can be supposed that [X0, .@(.)I -= lim[hn, A+(.)] exists in X, as n -+ co. 
Thus, [(ho, x”(.)] E ZsZ and [ho, x0(.)] is a solution of (8.1), (8.2). In view of (9.7) 
for x -7 P, it follows that #(t) + 0, and so [ho, A+‘(.)] E SkY. This completes 
the proof. 
10. PROOF OF TMEOREM 8.2 
.4ssume P > 0 and XQ 2 0 (the proof for the other case is similar). Let 
[A, x( .)] f SIC”. Then, by (9.8), 0 < 8,* -<, 0, < r/2; while, by (9.10) 
l3.& = 8, if 0, = 0 and r/2 < t& < 0;! < r if ~12 < 8, ( n. The function 4 
in (9.12) satisfies 4(n) = 01* < O1 and $(b) = Ks~ + 0& 3 k~ + 0s. This 
is impossible if X < Xb . For if (9.13) is compared with the case X x= A, of 
(9.14), it would follow that 4(b) < #(b), but I,@) = hn + 0a . 
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